YOUR SOURCE FOR CODE COMPLIANT TACTILE SOLUTIONS
Creating Accessible Environments For People With Vision Loss

FEATURED SOLUTIONS

TACTILE FOR OUTSIDE
As per accessibility legislation, dangerous pathways or drop offs in an open space need to have T
READ MORE

STAIR NOSING “GLUED” OR “SCREWED” TO EXISTENT SURFACE
Safe staircases are a necessity, accessibility legislation requires the installation of 2 inches
READ MORE

TACTILE “GLUED” TO EXISTENT SURFACE
Accessibility legislation requires installation of TWSFs on existent surfaces. Our Surface
READ MORE

PHOTOLUMINESCENT EXIT SIGNS
Accessibility legislation mandates installing Exit Signs and Emergency Lighting Indoors, which ha
READ MORE
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References
01 Armor Tile Tactile System

Armor-Tile offers the largest selection of Fully AODA/CSA/ISO and OBC compliant detectable warning tactile system products for Transit platforms, Multi-modal transit centers, Curb ramps, Stairwells, Escalator approaches. Pedestrian crossings, Parking areas, Reflecting pools and Building entrances.

Read More

REQUEST A QUOTE

How It Works

1. You realize that you need to provide a Tactile Solution for one of your projects. The solution needs to comply with the most recent AODA, CSA, ISO, Provincial and National Building Codes.

2. Just determine if you have to install the solution on an existing surface or into fresh concrete and if it is for indicating a danger or a safe path. Put this information into the request quote form or call us and you’ll have the right solution quoted within 24 hours.

3. It’s easy! Our quote includes freight cost, product availability, product data sheets, product drawings and installation instructions. Now, you are ready to implement your tactile solution efficiently, well scheduled and code compliant.

Benefits

Safe
All solutions offered are up-to-date code compliant with nationwide federal and provincial accessibility laws and building

Accessibility
All solutions offered focus on upgrading or implementing accessibility routes. These tactile solutions provide safe accessible

Tactile Qualities for Pedestrians
Tactile Walking Surface Indicators are perfect for any space where the safety of the visually impaired is a concern. All solutions comply
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TACTILE WALKING SURFACE INDICATORS
Effective January 2016 the Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities act requires new access!
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16th Aug 2019
ECOGLO PHOTOLUMINESCENT EMERGENCY EXIT SIGNS
Compliance Solutions Canada offers your facility compliant Ecoglo RM series exit signs that come
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Compliance Solutions Canada! Something New Is Coming
Compliance Solutions Canada, a leader in providing Canadian business with compli
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